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A Dictionary of the Bible is the most acclaimed, accessible, and up-to-date dictionary of its kind.

Containing over 2,000 authoritative entries it provides clear and concise information about all of the

important places, people, themes, and doctrines of the Bible. Terms range from earthquakes and

mice to martyrs and art, and new to this edition are entries on Act of God, Old Testament and New

Testament theology, Hanukkah, the Koran, mysticism, and many more.This dictionary features a

detailed bibliography, biographies of Bible scholars, a conversion table of measures, weights, and

values, a chronology of important dates in Biblical history, and historical maps (showing Israel in

Canaan; the near east in the time of the Assyrian Empire; Palestine under the Herods; the

background of the New Testament; Rome and the East). In addition, entries on the books of the

Bible have been grouped in alphabetical order and conveniently located in a tinted centresection for

quick reference. Recommended web links in the appendix provide valuable extra information, these

links are accessed and kept up to date via the Dictionary of the Bible companion website.With lively

and informative A-Z entries and an array of useful supplementary material, this dictionary is

essential for students and teachers of theology and religious education, and it is an absorbing

reference work for all readers of the Bible.
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This dictionary is very detailed for a layman's use. Just enough detail in the definitions without giving

me a feeling of being overwhelmed by the answer. The book is very comprehensive. In fact, the

dictionary is much better than I had expected. Highly recommend it for some one who wants to have

a better knowledge of biblical terms expressed in simplified language..

In its paperback/hardcover format, this should be an excellent reference book. However, it is too

premature to be on the kindle platform. It lacks several crucial features as an electronic dictionary:

1) Primitive word search function. You have to finish typing the whole word before you are shown

the various locations where the word appears. Unlike the New Oxford American Dictionary and

Oxford Dictionary of English bundled with  Kindle, the word search narrows as you continue typing.

This crucial feature is missing here. 2) Index is missing. As this product comes with primitive word

search function, I would expect an index of all the words in the dictionary at the table of content, but

no such index exists. 3) There are words marked with asterisk indicating an article under that name.

However, when the 5-way cursor moves to the word, it does not take me directly to the new entry.

Instead, I have to type the whole word anew. 4) The maps included in the dictionary are too faint to

be readable. I am surprised that a reputable publisher like Oxford would release a sub-standard

electronic dictionary of the Bible, even though they have produced excellent electronic New Oxford

American Dictionary and Oxford Dictionary of English. I wish they can do a better job of updating

this product in future.

very good

I find Oxford books straight and to the point in the distribution of their information. Not rhetorical -

wonderful.

Good quality!

Provides clear and precise information. Think this is be est description I can give to a dictionary of



the Bible

Not as useful in Bible Study as I thought. Did use it once or twice to look up some places and

names.

This product is exactly what it claims. Has many definitions and clarifies many questions. Great for

beginners and intermediate students of the bible.
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